
NOBODY DOES  
FOOD QUITE LIKE 
AUSTRALIA.

As 2021 rolls on and the hospitality  
industry navigates recovery, foodservice is 
in the midst of a stunning return to glory. 
It's been a challenging year, but Australian 
restaurants are world leaders in innovation 
and operations. As consumers once again 
fill our venues, the future is bright.

Hospitality Unites is dedicated to 
supporting this journey through a 2-part 
event unlike any foodservice event the 
industry has seen before – facilitating the 
tools and connections to help individuals 
and the industry solidify a future even 
stronger than before.

A 2-PART EXPERIENCE

VIRTUAL SUMMIT



A 2-part event dedicated to uniting and supporting the foodservice 
industry. Delivering connections, conversations, and useful strategies 
for whatever stage of recovery a business may be in. Hospitality Unites is 
dedicated to hosting the foodservice community in person in Melbourne 
and online nationally.

LIVE SUMMIT

Monday 21 June  
Half Acre, South Melbourne

Paid Networking Functions &  
Education Sessions.

The in-person one-day Summit in 
Melbourne will be an intimate event 
focused specifically on the needs of 
the local food service scene who have 
been the most impacted in the country 

It will host: 

Business Breakfast

A Melbourne foodservice recovery focused 
panel discussion over a sit-down breakfast

Summit Workshops

3 x education streams, with sessions 
tailored to specific attendees who find 
themselves in various stages of recovery – 
Emerging Business, Navigating a Rebuild, or 
Innovating Post-Pandemic

After Party

A chance to re-unite with friends  
and industry post Live Summit formalities
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VIRTUAL SUMMIT

Tuesday 22 June 
Free-to-attend

The day after the Live Summit,  
the full-day Virtual Summit will  
take the focus online and  
extend it Australia wide, hosting:

 Education 
A mix of keynote and panel  
sessions addressing broader 
topics and trends facing the  
national foodservice industry

Supplier Showcase 
Showcase sessions that will put  
the spotlight on the leading  
suppliers and service providers 
to the foodservice market

DIGITAL
Beyond the 2-part event, 
Hospitality Unites is a 
content led initiative for 
everything foodservice - 
sharing stories from around 
Australia and providing 
solutions the industry needs 
to operate. Hospitality Unites is committed to helping 
the industry during this recovery and is passionate about 
spreading your message, products and stories - from 
‘How Tos’ and inspiration, to practical guidelines.

We’re starting small,  
focusing on re-connecting  

and the road to recovery in 2021.

In the years ahead Hospitality 
Unites will become a destination 

for all things foodservice  
with a live exhibition and full 
education program in 2022  

and beyond.
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89,000+ FINE FOOD AUSTRALIA DATABASE

LIVE SUMMIT
Tailored for  
Victorian attendees

VIRTUAL SUMMIT
Tailored for Victorian & 
National audience

THE FOODSERVICE MARKET

Executive/
Head Chefs

Chefs or 
Cooks

Owners/
Proprietors

Purchasing  
or Buying

Barperson  
or Waiter

Venue 
Manager

FROM

Foodservice & Hospitality
Restaurants
Cafés/Tea Rooms
Catering
Clubs/Bars/Venues
Hotels/Pubs & Accommodation
Fast Food/Quick Service
Educational Facilities/Canteens
Pizzerias
Health Care & Aged Care
Independent Takeaways
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With a 36 year history, the well-established Fine Food Australia 
community is the largest audience of food professionals in 
Australia. The country’s top foodservice companies have been 
regular attendees to Fine Food over the years and are now set 
to unite at Hospitality Unites in 2021. 

VENUES LIKE (Previous Fine Food visitors include:)

  Crown Melbourne
  Atlas Dining
  Atlantic Group
  Alliance Catering
  IHG Hotels
  The Lucas Group

  The Carlton Group
  St Vincent’ Health
  Qantas
  Vue de Monde
  ALH Group
  Van Haandel Group
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Y Why will the industry attend Hospitality 
Unites Live Summit & Virtual Summit?

Foodservice professionals will join 
the initiative hungry for solutions and 
discussion as the industry continues 
to drive forward a stunning recovery 
in 2021. Attendees to both the Live & 
Virtual summits will be seeking:

  Connection to peers after so long apart

  Innovation & product solutions to 
make their offerings more alluring & 
competitive

  Information & Inspiration

  Conversation & Thought Leadership

  Education sessions will be  
tailored to those in different stages  
of recovery:

BE PART OF THE INITIATIVE.
Aligning your business with Hospitality Unites 2021, will allow you to:

  Collaborate with the industry as it 
reconnects - see firsthand what’s 
happening on the ground

  Position your brand in front of a targeted 
foodservice audience for the first time 
since Fine Food 2019

  Maintain presence in both the Victorian  
and National market

  Stay ahead of your competition

  Be part of the initiative - show your support 
through your brand presence at the event 
completely dedicated to recovery

  Raise your business profile as the industry 
reopens, rebuilds, and looks to new 
products and solutions

  Discover new business and regenerate 
old relationships in this important growth 
period for the industry

  Put your brand front of mind to an audience 
actively looking to innovate and seek new 
products and solutions for their business

Re-building a business

Re-imagining a business

Re-starting a business

New entrants & startups
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“We’re working with industry leaders and those 
on the frontline to create workshops, networking 
opportunities and panel discussions that address 
what is really important for success in the immediate 
future and beyond – both in Melbourne and nationally. 
This new format means we can bring industry 
professionals, colleagues and friends back together in 
a refreshing and engaging way”

Andrew Lawson 
PRODUCT AND EVENT MANAGER 

HOSPITALITY UNITES & FINE FOOD AUSTRALIA



 LIVE SUMMIT + VIRTUAL SUMMIT

 LIVE SUMMIT ONLY

 VIRTUAL SUMMIT ONLY

THE DETAILS
PARTNERSHIP & SPONSORSHIP 
OPPORTUNITIES

Major Partner
Align your brand as a Major Partner of the Hospitality Unites initiative, a high visibility opportunity to 
support the industry and put your brand in front of the right people in a positive way.

Sample inclusions:
   Sponsor recognised as a Major Partner to Hospitality Unites 

2021, across the Live Summit & Virtual Summit 

   Logo to sit amongst a limited number of ‘Major Partner’ 
brands for Live Summit & Virtual Summit 

   Receive a tailored promotional activity providing exposure 
across various platforms pre, during and post event

   Sponsor logo to appear across multiple areas for Live Summit 
(onsite signage) and Virtual Summit (digital advertising)

   Acknowledgment as Major Partner by Host/MC across both 
Live Summit & Virtual Summit sessions/presentations

   Opportunity to have senior representative involved in panel 
session presented at the Live Summit OR Virtual Summit 
program (subject to availability)

   Complimentary tickets to Business Breakfast and After Party

   Tailored marketing and promotional activity through 
Hospitality Unites marketing team

   Social media activity pre and during Live Summit & Virtual 
Summit

$20,000 +GST (Limited Opportunities)

Presenting Partner
Be the exclusive headline sponsor of the entire 2-part event with extensive exposure to the largest 
audience; front and centre with high visibility pre-event, at Half Acre and online.
Sample inclusions:
   Sponsor recognised as the exclusive ‘Presenting Partner’ 

to Hospitality Unites 2021, across the Live Summit & Virtual 
Summit 

   Sponsor logo in lock up with Hospitality Unites logo in all 2021 
visitor promotional communications, incl. all pages on website 
(eg. ‘Hospitality Unites 2021, presented by ‘Company Name’)

   Receive a tailored promotional activity providing exposure 
across various platforms pre, during and post event

   Sponsor logo to appear across multiple areas for Live Summit 
(onsite signage) and Virtual Summit (digital advertising)

   Acknowledgment of Sponsor name by Host/MC across both 

Live Summit & Virtual Summit

   Opportunity to have senior representative involved in panel 
sessions presented across both the Live Summit and Virtual 
Summit programs 

   Complimentary tickets to Business Breakfast and After Party

   Tailored marketing and promotional activity through 
Hospitality Unites marketing team

   Social media activity pre and during Live Summit & Virtual 
Summit

$50,000 +GST (Exclusive Opportunity)

LIVE SUMMIT & VIRTUAL SUMMIT
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* A tailored proposal with full list of package inclusions for each involvement opportunity 
will be provided upon consultation with a HU team member

Align your brand with HU across both the  
Melbourne focused Live Summit & the wider  
focused Virtual Summit.



LIVE SUMMIT ONLY

Put your brand in front of a targeted and intimate Melbourne 
audience from cafes & restaurants.

If anyone is hungry for new solutions and information on the  
road to recovery, it’s the Melbourne food scene. 
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Business Breakfast Sponsor
Place your brand in front of an audience of business owners and managers looking to understand 
the landscape, future trends and the direction of the Melbourne market.  

Sample Inclusions:

    Exclusive sponsorship of the Business Breakfast, 
presented at Hospitality Unites Live Summit (eg. HU 
Business Breakfast, sponsored by "Company Name")

    Sponsor name/logo to appear on all marketing and 
promotional material about the Business Breakfast 
(eg. e-invitations, website, e-ticketing)

    Acknowledgement as the Business Breakfast sponsor 
by the Host/MC at the commencement and closing of 
panel session

    Sponsor logo to appear alongside panel/speakers during 
the Business Breakfast session (either on screen or 
signage behind panellists)

    Sponsor logo to appear onsite at the Live Summit as part 
of Partners & Sponsors signage (all Live Summit partners 
logo to appear)

    Two complimentary tickets to the Business Breakfast 

    Opportunity to provide a gift (eg. branded item) on guest 
tables at the commencement of the Business Breakfast 
(sponsor to supply gift) 

    Sponsor logo to appear on all pre-event email marketing, 
within Partners & Sponsors list 

    Sponsor logo to appear on Hospitality Unites website 
(including, Homepage, Business Breakfast and dedicated 
Partners & Sponsors page) 

    Social media activity pre-event and during Live Summit 

    Branding/feature in eDM to HU audience pre-event 

    Opportunity to collaborate with HU on 'News' article as 
part of HU 'Voices of Foodservice' on website

$10,000 +GST (Exclusive Opportunity)
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* A tailored proposal with full list of package inclusions for each involvement opportunity 
will be provided upon consultation with a HU team member



Summit Workshop - Education Stream Sponsor
Choose from one of three education streams presented as part of the Summit Workshops. Sessions will 
be tailored for ‘Emerging Businesses’, ‘Navigating Your Rebuild’ and ‘Innovating Post Pandemic’. More 
details will become available shortly. 

Sample inclusions:

    Your brand/logo marked as ‘Education Stream Sponsor’ on 
all appropriate pre-event and event day communications & 
collateral regarding the Live Summit Education

    Opportunity to welcome guests to the session

    Your brand/logo exposure on onsite signage  
at Live Summit:

 – On stage during Education Stream
 –  On Live Summit Partners board signage

    Your brand to appear as ‘Education Stream Sponsor’ on 
website and relevant marketing material

    Social media posts pre-show and during event

    Tailored marketing and promotional activity through HU 
marketing team

$7,500 +GST Per Session (3 X Opportunities)

After Party Sponsor
Be there for the celebration! It’s been a difficult 12 months for this industry and this paid cocktail drinks 
function will be an opportunity for guests to reconnect with peers.

Sample inclusions:
    Exclusive sponsor to the After Party, presented at Hospitality 

Unites Live Summit  (eg. "HU After Party, sponsored by 
"Company Name")

    Sponsor name/logo to appear on all marketing and 
promotional material about the After Party (eg. e-invitations, 
website, e-ticketing)

    Acknowledgement as the After Party sponsor by the Host/
Organiser during the drinks function

    Opportunity for sponsor to present a short welcome address 
to guests at the drinks function

    Sponsor logo to appear onsite at the Live Summit as part of 
Partners & Sponsors signage (all Live Summit partners logo  
to appear)

    Two complimentary tickets to the After Party 

    Opportunity to provide a gift (eg. branded item) that guests 
can collect on entering/leaving the After Party (sponsor to 
supply gift)

    Sponsors logo to appear on all pre event email marketing, 
within Partners & Sponsors list

    Sponsors logo to appear on Hospitality Unites website 
(including, Homepage, After Party and dedicated Partners & 
Sponsors page) 

    Social media activity pre-event and during HU Live event 

    Branding/feature in eDM to HU audience pre-event 
    Opportunity to collaborate with HU on 'News' article as part 

of HU 'Voices of Foodservice' on website

$10,000 +GST (1 X Opportunity)
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LIVE SUMMIT ONLY
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* A tailored proposal with full list of package inclusions for each involvement opportunity 
will be provided upon consultation with a HU team member
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VIRTUAL SUMMIT ONLY

The day-long Virtual Summit is targeted to both the Victorian and 
National foodservice audience, with an extended reach to cover 
wider topics and trends from a studio. 

The supplier showcase sessions will allow attendees to connect 
with suppliers and solutions new to the market.

Virtual Education Session Sponsor
Sponsor one of the keynote/panel discussion sessions during the Virtual Summit.

Sample Inclusions:

    Sponsorship of a keynote/panel session presented 
during the Virtual Summit

    Sponsor logo to appear on screen through the 
duration of session

    Recognition as a session sponsor with company logo 
on event website

    Session Host/MC to reference sponsor name and 
commencement and conclusion of session time  
(at a minimum)

    Sponsor name to appear on event timetable on HU 
Virtual website

    Sponsor logo to appear on all pre event email 
marketing, within Partners & Sponsors list

    Social media activity pre-event and during  
Virtual Summit

    Tailored promotional activity with Hospitality Unites 
marketing team

$3,500 +GST each (5 X Opportunities)
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* A tailored proposal with full list of package inclusions for each involvement opportunity 
will be provided upon consultation with a HU team member
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UNITE WITH THE INDUSTRY

Contact the team to discuss your involvement:

Supplier Showcase Session Sponsor
Sponsor a 15-minute presentation or demonstrations of a product, service or solution.

Sample inclusions:

  1 x 15min showcase session scheduled as part of  
HU Virtual Summit (video content, format requirements 
confirmed with Organiser) 

  Opportunity for a live Q&A with virtual audience

  Content to be pre-recorded by the sponsor, added to the 
Virtual Summit schedule

  Showcase session video to be hosted on HU website post 
Virtual Summit

  Your brand to appear as ‘Supplier Showcase Sponsor’ 
on website and all relevant marketing material 

  Tailored marketing and promotional activity through HU 
marketing team

  Social media posts pre-show and during event

$5,500 +GST (4 X Opportunities)

VIRTUAL SUMMIT ONLY

Jacqui Summerhill 
Key Account Manager 
+61 3 9261 4533

Andrew Lawson 
Product & Event Manager 
+61 3 9261 4664

   HOSPITALITYUNITES.COM.AU

Holly Burgess 
Client Manager 
+61 3 9261 4512

Jerrie Vise 
Client Manager 
+61 3 9261 4695

* A tailored proposal with full list of package inclusions for each involvement opportunity 
will be provided upon consultation with a HU team member


